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Preface

I first learned of Lee Wright in 2000 while searching the Internet for ideas on constructing a 1.5 inch 
scale diesel locomotive.  I found Lee's website and was immediately fascinated by his construction 
methodology.  His locomotives looked as solid as a Sherman tank.

I wrote to Lee with questions, and not only did he reply, but he took the time to sketch a drawing and 
send to me.

After Lee's death the “Lee's Trains” website disappeared.  Luckily most of it was preserved on 
Archive.org.  A few of the photos are missing, but the information preserved in this document is 
priceless.  His work is worthy of preserving for future generations of live steamers.

Daris A Nevil

14 July 2013



Lees-Trains.com Mission Statement

To showcase our work to other hobbyist in the interest of promoting 1/8 scale railroading. 

There are a group in the hobby that know me and keep an eye on this web page to see what projects are 
in the works. Others who are just surfing by may wonder what we are all about. I asked for opinions on 
our web page in the fall editorial. There were several good comments and suggestions and I want to 
take this space to thank those who wrote me.

One suggestion was a mission statement for those who are new to the hobby or are just surfing the web 
pages for trains. I think that was a good idea and so above is the statement. However I would like to 
expand on that here just a little.

Our group consists of three people. Mark, Mike and Lee. Each have their own talents and contribute a 
wide range of expertise to railroad building. Mark is the CEO of the Western Illinois Railroad. He is an 
expert in track, bridgework and operating heavy equipment.

Mike is owner and CEO of the Spring Creek Railroad and is the keeper of this web page. Mike is also 
an expert in electronics and construction.

My talent is to design and build the equipment. The goal is to make it as realistic as possible. I am the 
designer, engineer, welder, and machinist.

Together we have over 50 years of experience in 1/8 scale railroading. We strive to be the best in what 
we do. Since this hobby in not a mainstream activity such as fishing or golf, we are using this forum to 
showcase our work.

If you are a 1/8 scale railroader, read and enjoy the articles and photos. If you are just passing through 
we hope you enjoy the brief stop.

Lee

The following message was posted between 10 May 2008 and 6 February 2010.

It's been quite a long time since we've updated the website here. I've had a number of new projects in 
the works so far this year, but they recently had to be put on hold due to an unexpected medical 
diagnosis in early August. I had an operation on August 8th to remove a cancerous vertebra. The 
recovery has been difficult and still have some treatment remaining over the next month. I intend to 
keep the web page going as my health sees fit. Best of luck to all you friends and railroaders out there 
that come back time after time to this page!

Lee Wright



Lee's Locomotives

Lee scratch-built a total of five locomotives.

The newest member of the fleet, SD-60 U.P. 6060.

GP-40-2 just completed and running at Mid-South in the spring of 1996. 



Missouri Pacific 8195 SD-40.

Union Pacific C30-7.



Western Illinois Railroad SD-60.



Lee's Rolling Stock

Here are pictures of some of the rolling stock Lee has built.

Lee's latest creation - The Ultimate Hopper Car!

Peaked End Hopper built by Lee for Dave DeVries Fort Wayne, IN



C&IM built for Kenny Davis, Decatur, IL. Painted by Kenny.

Centerbeam Flat Car
Construction information is presented later in this book.

Gunderson Double Stack Car
Construction infomration is presented later in this book.



Bulkhead Flat Car

Santa Fe rebuilt some bulkhead flats into TOFC cars. Hence the wooden floor. Built from 
plans published in Model Railroader.



52' Mill Gondola painted in RailGon colors. Lee built two of these with the RailGon scheme.

This U.P. Hopper car was first car built by Lee in 1980.



Here's a modern tank car at the Western Illinois Railroad. This unit recently saw a retrofit with 
modern roller-bearing style trucks.

Roof on this box car was built up from stamped out panels just like the prototype. Aluminum 
dies were cast from wooden patterns. 26 gauge steel was used for the panels. And they said 
aluminum dies would never work.



U.P. bay window caboose



C30-7 Re-Construction

Posted 7/15/2001

This section deals with powering of the C30-7. It ran around several years being  a dummy 
like some of us. Just kidding. 

C30-7 GE Loco setting at Western Illinois Railroad.

Laying out parts to determine arrangement for power module.



Note 8" channel added to top of deck to support motor, batteries and controls. Due to the high 
frame design used by GE. The entire frame is constructed of 18 gauge steel.

The entire power section is built separate of the locomotive and just bolted on.

The control section is mounted on hinged brackets to facilitate battery removal.



Completed motor and drive assembly for C30-7 The black box is the heat sink that contains 
the Dart controller.

The gearboxes are yet to be added to the trucks along with the drive train.

Where did I put that front truck? hummmmm...



SD-60 Construction

Posted 8/1/2001

The following photos shows some of the construction techniques I have developed over the 
past 15 years. Most locomotives I have observed have an open frame type construction. The 
frames and components used in the construction of the SD60, GP-40 ,c30-7 and SD-40 are 
made to resemble EMD and GE frames close as possible. The following photo sequence will 
take you through some of the steps in building a locomotive. As I filter through my photo 
collection, we will try to add in some of the missing steps. 

Motor bracket was the first part made and is being compared to the full size drawing.

1/2" holes were drilled at several locations down the center of the 8" channel used for the 
main frame. The holes will be used to hold the 109" channel on the bed of the Bridgeport 

milling machine.



The Bridgeport is used to locate holes in the frame and square out the hole that will be used 
to contain the drive belt.

1"x2" channel is connected to the sides of the 8"x2" channel to help make the frame more 
rigid and give the locomotive frame that prototype appearance.

This photo shows the completed bottom section with the bearing brackets welded in place. 
Note fuel tank side fitted to underframe.

This photo shows the locomotive frame. 



This is a closeup of the frame.

Skipping to truck castings. Casting is set up on Bridgeport and supported from under the main 
side of the casting. Bolster pads are machined to equal height and are later used as contact 

points when casting is inverted.

Truck casting is mounted on Bridgeport and wiggler is used in conjunction with digital readout 
to note all the pedestal locations on the rough casting before any machining is begun.



Jumping ahead several steps. ( I will look for more construction photos) We see the span 
bolster fitted to the truck casting. Note how the bolster is connected to a plate and not to the

locomotive frame.

In the background we see the completed frame.To the left we see the motor channel and to 
the right the completed trucks.

Frame is inverted showing back of coupler pocket, step sides and truck mounting plate.



Milestone is reached at this point as the top motor channel is lowered into place onto the 
bottom frame The sandwich of the two 8" channels 2-2" channel and the 11 gauge deck 

material will all serve to hold up the 850 pounds of locomotive with out getting a sway back.

Showing back of cab and side panel for SD-60

Looks like the date in the card is Dec. 22.1999. Lots of work to be completed yet.



Still some assembly required.

All the major sub assemblies are now in place.

Front section complete and top painted grey. Cat walks on top has to be repainted. Where's 
my gun?



Rear section 98% complete.

Rear section ready to mount on locomotive frame. Entire locomotive is painted with spray 
cans. just keep it wet but not too wet.

Front section complete. Large lettering is vinyl transfers. The lettering and decals were made 
special for me by Connie Miracle. Miracle Railroad Products (770)987-5982



Good photo showing motors, batteries and control layout. This should provide some of you 
with meat to work on.

Electrical control panel before wiring. note use of computer generated labels.

Completed SD-60 Locomotive



Here are some new close-up detail shots of the 6060 taken by Dwight Blackburn at the Mid-
South Spring Meet 2001.



Here are some of Lee's original pictures of the SD-60. 







Right at home at the UP yard in Bloomington



Which is smaller?



Repowering the SD-6060

Posted 9/21/2007

Installing the E-tek and Sevcon Controller

Editors Note: The photos on this web page were no longer available.

A few years back we started installing the E-tek motor and Sevcon controllers in our locomotives. The 
SD-60 Number 6060 was the last of five units to get the treatment. There are a couple articles on this 
site that show the conversion of two of the locomotives.

These photos show the set up that we have been using for several years with out a single problem. 
Mark ran his SD-60 for 9 years before his was converted.

The reasons we made the switch to the E-tek set up are as follows.

The DART controller was only rated at 60 amps. The DART controller was real sensitive to reverse 
current, say switching to reverse while still traveling forward. That would basically destroy the 
controller.

There were some safety things that I built into the circuit to help protect the controller. However, it was 
not 100 percent effective.

One still had to make sure you stopped before trying to reverse the motors.

Reason number two is space. The Sevcon takes up about 1/3 of the space. All the solenoids are built 
into the Sevcon. The Sevcon is rated at 300 amps and no problem reversing. Although I had an 
emergency stop built into my electrical system, it was an all or nothing. The Sevcon can be set to apply 
the brakes by percent thus stopping but not so fast as to throw someone off or damage the equipment.

This photo shows the two motors connected together end to end. Together they would put out 2-1/2 
electrical H.P. It was enough to spin the wheels on the 1,000 pound locomotive. Those are 36 volt 
motors rated at about 30 amps.



Gondola Construction
Posted 11/1/2001

This section deals with the construction and assembly of the current gondola project Lee's 
working on. Lee recently completed building 5 of these units. 

Here's the bottom panel with the center beam laying in position.

The bottom has been marked for support rib locations.



The support ribs are installed and ready to be welded to the center beam.

A quick test assembly to insure we're still on track before the side rib installation and welding 
begins. 



The car ends are ready to be welded together.

Each car side has 13 ribs. They are hand riveted in place.



Here's the completed assembly ready to be detailed and painted.

Another end view of the gondola.



And finally, here's the finished gondola painted, detailed and ready for service. Decals provided by 
Miracle Railroad Products. 

The first run of Lee's two RailGons together at the Western Illinois Railroad. The heat index 
was 111 degrees at the meet that day - what dedicated railroad fans!

Here's the GP-40 ready to pull four of the five gons Lee built. This was the inagural run for the 
last three gons on the train.



There was a grand total of 9 gons visiting the Western Illinois Railroad this day.



Here's is an AutoCAD assembly drawing for this gondola project.
Special thanks to Dr. Ryan Brown, I.S.U. Department of Technology Graphics Instructor.



Construction of the SOUTHERN Fish Belly Gondola

Several steps in design and research were accomplished before picture one was produced.
I was down the road so to speak before I brought out the camera. Basically, I wanted to use my 
Gondola Plan Book as a starting point and modify the design to give me the fish belly style I was 
looking for.

The main parts I took right off the parts list. The only modification was the height of the side panels. I 
took a few pictures of a prototype gondola and after some figuring drew out what I thought the sides to 
look like. Some of the considerations were; truck placement as related to the end of the car and of the 
rib centered on the truck center.

The spacing between the first rib, the center rib and the rib before the start of the fish belly part was 
some what of a challenge. I discovered that the wheel base on my trucks was shorter than the wheel 
base on the real trucks. A little playing around with the rib location worked that out.

At the same time, there was the consideration of how far off the track would the car set in relationship 
to the rail. All this made the inside height of the car different as now the sides were some what lower 
than the Rail-gon. If I made the cars the same height as the Rail-gon,the fish belly would be way out of 
proportion.

This all seemed so simple when I started…

The sides of the bottom panel were extended down to about 2" This gives the bend on the bottom of the 
side panel something to rest on making it easier to handle. Since the outside side panel is cut to make 
the fish belly shape, the inside panel has to be cut also. I did this with a sawzall as you can see in the 
photo



Since it is impossible to bend a lip on the area where the saw cut was, I had to come up with 
a way to put a lip on that area to match the sides. I had several choices. One was to just 
leave the vertical edge. Two was to weld a 90 degree piece on the back or make a lap joint. I 
chose to make the lap joint since I thought it would look better. 

Here the vise grips are equipped with an off-setting tool. The sides were temporarily clamped 
along with the added lip material see the photos below. 



Photos 6 thru 9 shows the welding on both sides of the seam and ground flat on the outside. 
Care was taken to not weld where rivets holes would need to be drilled. 



Next, I moved to welding the square tubing to the side panels. Same location and length as in 
the Gondola plan book. In this photo, I am just laying out the ribs so that my welds for the 
addition of the square tubing will be covered by the ribs. 

After locations for the welds are marked with a sharpie, the parts are secured to a 3 x 3 steel 
angle with all the clamps I can find. This will ensure that the side remains straight after 
welding. The sides are welded at the rib locations and along the top. These will be ground 
down later..



Moving to the ends, I printed off a cad drawing with lines to locate the bends. I cut them in 
strips and glued them to the 18 gauge steel blanks. These pieces were bent in the press with 
a die to give them a squarer look.

The original Book Design that required no bending would also work with similar results. I just 
wanted to see the bends from the inside of the car. It's just a rivet counter thing…
The photo below shows a blank formed rib. After the ribs were bent into a C shape they were 
made into the hat shape using the blue die. This is my design and made from scrap found 
around the shop. All the parts are adjustable for different size ribs. The lower part of the die 
comes out. It just sets in an adjustable track. Sections can be added or taken out to make 
different size stampings. The other handy feature is that most of the time the part has to be 
removed with a screwdriver so removing the die makes this an easy process.



Fixtures were made to machine the ribs as forming will leave them slightly out of level. Phot 
19. A welding fixture was made to hold the parts for welding the cap on the slanted part of the 
rib. Photos 20 thru 23.



Under the car we find the need for the bolster and center plate. This photo shows the parts. I 
made this out of thicker material and welded it up as opposed to bending it from one piece.

These photos show the welding and placement on the car with the center tube. Once 
everything is located and welded in place. Now it is time for the bolster covers to be welded 
on.





I bent the covers and welded them on using plug welds. The different colored covers is due to 
using material that had been used to test paint samples and has nothing to do with this 
project except add some color to the photos.



In order to add some rust prevention, all the floor stiffeners were cleaned and painted with a 
self etching primer. These photos show them on a box outside. This stuff stinks and is 
probably hazardous to your health. I got the paint at Advanced Auto store. I also use it to 
prime aluminum and brass.

The parts are first attached with clicos and then riveted together. 



At this point it is time to add the sides. The floor is resting inverted on a 2 x 6 ladder frame 
made from wood. The frame is out of site in the photos. The sides are hung and riveted on.



Welding complete and priming done. Note the safety chain loops welded on the coupler 
cover.



There were some photos that were kind of miscellaneous but needed to be in the article. First 
two photos are laying out parts and testing. The photo on the right is bringing all the part from 
the welding shop up to the assembly and paint area riding on my special parts transfer 
system.

After the car was complete, it was set on its trucks to check everything out. 



Detail time. The train line and angle cock were soldered together with a bracket for 
attachment.

I found the best way was to just tape the parts together for bending. They are all the same 
and much easier to keep straight in the brake.



Because the lettering for SOUTHERN was individual letters a way to keep them straight was 
needed. I used Auto cad to make a paper liner-upper.

Pictures 57,58 shows the paper guide taped to the car. The letter is taped with a small piece 
through the window at the top. The guide is removed and more tape is added to make a 
secure hinge for the decal.

Check and check again before actually applying the letters.



Grab irons were added along with the pin lifter and air hoses to complete the job. The paint 
job was done by the author using standard automotive paint. Quite an expensive way to go 
but the results were well worth it.

Here's a comparison between the two types of gons I've built.



The end.



Gunderson Double Stack Construction

Posted 12/13/2001

You know the show Friends, Sex in the City and how they all go. Well, this guy don’t. He is in 
the basement working on new projects. I don’t have time for all that crap when there are trains 
to build. I am like the guy in the Ford tuck commercial….
At some point in time, I decided after the gondola project, I wanted to build a double stack car. 
Also, I wanted to learn AutoCad and design the car on screen. The goal was that at the end of 
the project, I would have a complete set of drawings for once.
The first part of the project, as with any project, is to get the necessary information to build the 
car. I liked the 48-foot stand-alone Gunderson well car. This particular car seems to be very 
elusive. I went from Illinois to Wyoming to New Mexico and back and never seen a one. The 
cars I found in a yard were behind barbed wire fences. The ones I seen on the trains were 
going 50 miles per hour. I contacted Gunderson via e-mail. They were only a little helpful 
sending me a color pamphlet with a few dimensions. I ask them for more information - you 
may as well ask the pentagon for plans for the latest weapons.
I go 'what is the big deal'. The car is 10 years old. The other companies already have them. 
Anyway, as luck would have it, I found one on a sidetrack all by itself. I had a tape measure, 
pencil, paper and camera complete with film. Before I was done, I had the information I was 
looking for. 
There are some long side pieces required in the building of this car. The sides are not very 
high so they have to be strong. Basically, I had to build the car exactly like the prototype or it 
would be bent in the middle the first time some decided to see how strong it was and step in 
the middle of it. And you know they will…

I found a local steel dealer that bent the side part from 11-gauge steel. They are tricky bends 
since none are right angles but they have to form a right angle when welded together. This is 
a case where you have to know the Boss of the place or at least the Secretary who really runs 
the place. I was lucky; the parts came back as per drawing. 



It still took a full size paper and pencil layout on the drawing board to make sure the trucks fit 
and the car didn’t drag the ground, that the couplers would be the correct height and 
everything looked like it was in the correct place. Next step was to analyze the photos and 
sketch out what the parts would look like and where they would go. 
Finally, I made it to the computer with some sketches and dimensions. As luck would have it. I 
recently acquired a new helper at work - a good-looking 21-year-old blond that knows 
AutoCad. My prayers were answered. Not only that, she is a good instructor and patient. You 
know you have to show us old guys things 15 times or we won’t remember it. 
I am happy to report that after about 4 weeks of hard work, I have become fairly proficient at 
making my own drawings with just a little help now and then. To date I have completed about 
10 drawings and produced the parts you see in the photos. I plan to use 3D AutoCAD to 
assemble the parts on screen before the project is completed.

11/30/2001 - Here are the Gunderson end assemblies now welded together. This is the bare 
bones end structure of the car pretty much as it is in the prototype. 



Here's photo of the parts that will soon be welded into sides for the car. 

Now here are a couple photos of the main car structure clamped together for a test fit. 





"The Inside Story" 

In building the Gunderson car there are several parts to consider that are on the inside of the 
car. Most of the time one would not see the interior, However, to keep the car prototypical we 
need to make the inside parts as close as possible. The containers that you have seen riding 
in the cars are not resting on the bottom of the cars. Actually, the containers are hanging from 
the side of the car on what I am going to call 'the feet'. The feet are made from very heavy 
metal and are connected to braces and brackets welded to the sides of the car. There are 
three sets of feet - one on each end and one in the middle. The middle one, I assume, is for 
short containers.

The feet are connected by cross bracing and x bracing on the bottom of the car. This keeps 
the car sides parallel. The cross bracing at the feet are attached to the car with a hinge 
assembly. This car with long sides probably will twist fairly easy. I would guess the hinge 
assembly lets the car move with out breaking the welds. 

In this photo you will see all the hinge and feet parts. I made the hinge solid since I don't 
expect my car to rack much. I put lines on the 5/16 rod using the lather to simulate the joints. 

Here is the back bracket for the feet. The side braces have already been welded on. The 
holes are to weld through to weld the foot on to the side brace. Using a plug weld the weld 
can't be seen from the front. 

Here's the hinge rod welded to the foot bracket. The holes are for plug welding the foot on to 
the back bracket on the real car. I just left the holes and welded on the back and bottom. 
Photo 3 a shows completed hinge bracket. Slots are for welding on the cross bracing. 



Addition of the intermediate brackets. There are no hinges at these locations but the bracket 
itself will flex to some degree. It was interesting to note that the G scale model I purchased as 
a guide for some construction details and the paint scheme, had incorrect location of the 
bottom cross bracing. Actually, the model had an extra set of cross braces. 

The sides were welded to the end assembly before any of the cross bracing was installed. 
The top photo shows the car on its wheels for the first time on Dec. 25, 2001. The bottom 
photo shows another view.I will be taking some outside photos for better lighting soon. 

These photos show the cross bracing clamped in to place. Everything is checked for level and 
location before welding begins. As you notice, one never has enough "C" clamps. 



You can see, I have a sea of "C" clamps! Couldn't resist that one. Sorry. 

Here are some new pictures from January 6th showing the car as Lee continues to add 
details. 



With the basic structure of the car completed it was time to move to the smaller details. To 
save time making the drawings and to make sure all the parts fit; on several occasions I just 
drew the assembly of several parts in one drawing. 

As you can see in this picture, I also layered the dimensions so that I could pick out each part 
size. This may not be standard practice in industry but it works for me. I knew what the width 
of the parts would be so I basically extruded it when I laid out the sheet metal. 



This photo shows the parts made from the drawings. Also added and not shown on the 
drawing were the moveable locking block and the roll pin. The next operation was to bend the 
faceplate, the part with the square hole, and then to weld the parts together. 

Here we see the bottom plate held in a “C” clamp using an aluminum spacer and heat sink to 
hold the parts in position for welding. I pre-machined the aluminum spacers to fit each job if it 
was a case where nothing else would work. I keep a box of random size aluminum blocks on 
hand for clamping and welding purposes. For those who are not into metals, the parts in this 
picture are made from .070 thick or 15 gauge steel. I use a Hobart wire feed welder with .030 
wire to weld with. The steel wire in the welder will burn but not stick to the aluminum blocks. 
Therefore one does not have to worry about getting too close to the spacer. 

Editor: This photo was not available from archive.org.

Another advantage of using the aluminum to absorb all the heat generated in a fraction of a 
second is that it minimizes the tendency to burn a hole clear through the part or to warp it out 
of shape. The parts will always tend to lean toward the welded side as the weld cools.
Even with the block between the parts they will lean just a little toward each other as each is 
welded on the inside. 
This picture of the brake end of the car shows some of the brake detail. Although as the 
Double Stacks roll by at 60 m.p.h. they don’t look like much with the smooth sides and low 
profile. However, there are probably more details on this car than anything I have built except 
a locomotive. 

Editor: This photo was not available.

The next view showing the “B” end of the car reveals the brake pipe and pulleys for the hand 
brake. I haven’t gotten to the walkways yet. The little parts sticking up are the brackets for the 



future walkway. 

The photo of what I call the end bumpers or guides show the number of parts necessary for 
this particular detail. You won’t see the welds in this view as I find ways to hide most of them. 
This brings up a problem that one doesn’t encounter in most cars. Almost all the parts of this 
car are visible inside and out, end to end. It is a major challenge to obscure the connections 
of the materials. But, it is also part of the fun. 

The next photo shows the side bumpers (seen as parts at the top of this page), attached to 
the car. This car has two different types of side bumpers. One is raised up to allow the hand 
brake rod to move underneath. These are the types of details that one has to search out by 
studying all the information gained for a specific project. I would like for a engineer from 
Gunderson to come up and say, “Yep, you pretty well nailed it part for part…” 

The last couple of photos show the side view and view down the middle of the car. There is 
much more work to be done before it is complete. I would like to have it completed in the next 
3 or 4 weeks. This has been a 6-month project so far, but a good learning experience. 



I have gotten quite dangerous with AutoCad, at least with orthographic drawings. My only 
disappointment has been that the parts require an extensive use of heavier metal and use of 
the milling machine on almost everything.
"Don’t try this at home" is a good saying for this project unless you have a band saw and a 
milling machine. I am keeping lots of drawings for the future however for those of you who 
may be so foolish to try. About 40 drawings so far and about 20 more to go. 

Brakes

The last few parts of the construction were the brake system, walkways and painting. This is 
how that deal played out - pretty typical of how things go in getting things done. 
The basic problem in building the brake system was information. I have about 40 pictures of 
the 40’ double stack car. However, I could have used about 140 for this job. I made a couple 
of trips in search of another car to look at but would probably have had better luck finding 
hen’s teeth. 
Finally, I put together what information I had and started in on the job. The big brake levers 
were not too hard to make. You can see from the auto cad drawing and the 3-D view what 
that part looked like. Just did the 3-D for practice. The trick is in aliening the parts and 
connecting them. That is much easier in the welding shop. 





The next job was the brake wheel housing and the levers and pulleys. This is where I could 
sure have used some blue prints. The housing was made from .070 steel cut out on the band 
saw. The parts were welded together and then put on the milling machine to true up the 
bottom. The brake wheel and housing were castings. I had gotten mine from Mercer when he 
was in business. Since I could no long purchase these items from Mercer, the parts were 
duplicated in my foundry. 
The “B” end hand brake is activated by a rod that lies on top of the right side of the car. This 
rod is connected by chains and pulleys to the truck brake lever. The “A” end is connected by a 
large clevis and lever to the brake housing. There seems to be various ways that Gunderson 
did this job. So, if you see a car and it has all chains and pulleys or the brake wheel is on one 
end and the valve and air tank is on the other, it’s just because Gunderson couldn’t make up 
their mind where to put the stuff. 
The air tank was turned on the lathe from a piece of aluminum. The tank brackets were 
machined from aluminum and bolted to the tank with 5-40 socket head cap screws. The bolts 
holding the tank to the brackets were 2-56 with the bolts running though small pieces of 
copper tube. Not sure why they protect the bolts but, I guess it is the Railroad way. 



Air valve is a little tricky to make. Start with a piece of aluminum and cut away everything that 
doesn’t look like an air valve.. Only kidding.. but almost true. I am not sure if this is the correct 
valve but again no good photos were available. The only pictures I could find in my files were 
about 15 years old. But, I guess the valves haven’t changed much. 
The walkways were a challenge. How do you drill about 1,500 holes. I tried to get a company 
in Chicago to do it on a CNC but the cost was out of sight. Laser cutting was even more 
expensive - more than the total cost to build the car. So, it was up to me. I built a fixture from 
5/16 plate steel, basically a little table that could be held in a milling machine vise. I stacked 
up 6 or 7 sheets of 22 gauge steel and clamped them down using 1/8” x ¾” wide steel bars 
running the length on both sides. The approximate size if the table area was 8” wide by 18” 
long. I also drilled a ¼” hole in the ends and installed a ¼” dowel pin. This way sheets could 
be removed at the proper time with out losing the registry on the machine. 

The next step was to get a package of 24 1/8” drill bits. The little short ones used on sheet 
metal work. I had the pattern worked out so that all I had to do was crank .250,.500,.750,1.00 
until I had drilled about 1,500 holes. One mistake and it’s Miller time. I was lucky. Just a 
couple of little things and I caught them. No brain farts, hard to believe at my age. Lol.

Then came the painting. Ace Hardware makes the only color of yellow that I could find to 
match the U.P. Armor Yellow. It comes in a large spray can, or at least it did. In the past 
couple of years there seems to be a problem with their paint drying - like it takes about a 
week to dry. I complained to the store manager. You can guess how much that helped. I was 
willing to try more of the non-drying paint but they no longer carry that color, Sunset Yellow. 
This little gal looks up a number in this big book and tells me that now that color is Caterpillar 
Yellow. I purchase a can and take it home for a test. No way. The next step is the professional 
paint store. I bring a sample of what I have been using and they send me away with a CASE 
of school bus yellow. Convince me that I have an exact match. WRONG. Next weekend I go 
to St Louis. After hitting a few “Ace is the place” stores and come up with 2 more cans of 



sunset yellow. 
Finally after 6 coats, light ones, and 3 days to dry, the paint job came out real good. I was 
holding my breath. Next came the decals. I had Connie Miracle make them. She has done an 
excellent job. I had a few things that needed to be corrected. Never take all of your 
information off a G scale car. Those G scale guys will put anything on a car to make a fancy 
paint job. 

Well that is about it for this job. It took about 6 months. Roughly 540 hours of labor and about 
$350.00 in material not counting the trucks and couplers. It was quite more involved than I 
had anticipated many more details than most cars. But, I am quiet satisfied with the finished 
product. Would I build a bunch more? I don’t think so. Life has to go on… 

Gallery



View of the walkways. Each hole was manually drilled.



The vinyl transfer lettering was made by Connie Miracle.



Centerbeam Lumber Car Construction

Posted 7/2/2002

As the Gunderson double stack project was coming to an end in February, a decision was made by 
Mike and I to build a couple Center Beam Lumber cars. One goal was to build a car that could be 
constructed from more purchased standard material. However, we didn’t want the car to look like we 
just went down to the hardware store a bought a bunch of metal off the shelf. Another consideration 
was welding. We wanted to do less cutting and bending of sheet metal parts and more use of flat parts 
welded on. 



So far, I feel that I have achieved that goal. The under side of the Lumber are car looks very much like 
the prototype car. It is hard to tell that heavier material was used in some places. The actual floor 
material was also thicker being 11 gauge instead of the usual 14 or 18 gauge. This lets one do more 
welding directly to the floor with out warping problems.

The end panels are taking shape and only the top cover needs to be made at this point. These parts, the 
beams or ribs, were made from cutting 1” square tubing long way on the band saw and then machining 
them flat in the milling machine. 



For details to make this model a fine piece of rolling stock, we have had some lost wax casting made of 
the gear and dog that makes up the cargo restraint equipment. Check back for updates on the progress 
of this construction project. 

Welding of vertical posts is almost complete at this point. I put primer on some of the vertical post, as 
they will be hard to paint later on. 



Looking down the length of the car. It is important to keep everything in alignment. 



This view shows the end of the car bracing configuration. In my research of this type of car I found all 
kinds of variations on the end bracing. Some are completely open while other have the solid sheets of 
steel running for the first two or three vertical posts. 



The bracing is finally completed with the welding of the braces that form the X in the middle. Very 
careful layout and continuous measuring were required to make all these parts come together as 
planned. 



This car is modeled after the 72’ Thrall Center Beam car. The actual size of the model turned out to be a 
little over 9’ long. This is a big car. If you are going to build a fleet of these babies make sure you have 
lots of room in your storage barn. 



Making all the gusset plates was quite a chore. There are two different sizes as well as two different 
types of vertical braces. 

The winches do operate and are made by the lost wax casting process. 

Lee made the original patterns in his shop. 



End view showing the tipping car. Lee used AutoCAD to make the drawing of the tipping car warning 
logo. Connie Miracle transformed the AutoCAD file into vinyl transfers and the water slide decals. 



Here is the completed car with all of the cables, handrails and details installed. Mike Folkenroth from 
Washington, IL. Is in the process of building the second car. 





Old-Time Four Bay Hopper Project

Posted 4/3/2003

I dubbed this car "the car that refuses to be built". This car is a 70-ton quadruple hopper built by the 
standard steel car corporation in the late 20's. The car had a capacity of 140,000 pounds at 2,739 cubic 
foot level with the top. The length was 42'-6" over the striker faces. All my information came from the 
Train Shed Cyclopedia No.48. The book has line drawings of the top, side and end views plus several 
cross-sectional views. There are also a couple of black and white photos. 

This car had several features that caught my eye and made it look like an interesting project. I have 
already built 8 of the Gill Rittenberg hoppers and basically just copied what he had done. I did redesign 
the center beam for more strength by using thicker material and welding it rather than riveting it 
together. 



I wanted to take his car a step further with a design that I had not seen in the inch and a half world. 
Starting from scratch and using my new skills at AutoCAD seem to be a better way to go than the old 



method of full-scale drawings on my board. Eventually that proved not to be the case.

The problem seemed to be that the drawing was easy to make but after the material was cut and bent 
there was nothing to compare it to to see if looked like it would fit. It is hard to tell with sheet metal if 
the angles are correct or just look correct. The material I used caused some problems also. I used what 
is called 18-gauge paint lock steel that is .045 thick. The advantage is that it has a zinc coating that 
holds paint, doesn't rust and is very clean to work with. You can tell from the gray of the metal in the 
photos.



The disadvantage is that it can't be mig welded very well. These particular bunches of steel sheets were 
very tough. It was almost like working with stainless. It was difficult to form into a sharp radius and 
couldn't be unbent once bent. Basically there was no fudge factor.

I think in years past the same material must have came from a different supplier. This material in 20-
gauge would have been great. Also, just plain cold rolled or hot rolled steel would work very well.

Getting to the car and its characteristics. The car has stepped sides rather than slanted sides at the end. 
This made for an unusual 5-point bend to offset the sheet .400 of an inch. Normally one would assume 
that the sheet would have to be cut and welded to make this shape. Being the great metalworker that I 
am, (joke), I was able to figure out a way to stretch the metal into the needed shape in one piece. That 
figured out, I thought I was well on my way to building the rest of the car with no problem. Wrong.



Next came the special sidepieces at the ends that stick out like stretcher-bearers. They have an odd 
shape and also have the .400 offsets to match the upper side. For that I made 3 dies. Two to form the 
left and right versions and one to form an offset for the lower side angle that goes the length of the 
bottom of the car. 



Next I built a rather large plywood table to mount into the milling machine vise to hold the side sheets. 
I used the CNC machine to drill all the holes. The mill was only able to drill half of the sheet at a time 
making it necessary to flip the part. With careful alignment, the two hole patterns lined up very good. 



After most of the interior sub assemblies were made and assembly was started, I discovered things 
were not going right. The problem with AutoCAD is that it is difficult to work with untrue length lines 
or to say lines that do not lie flat on paper. Dealing with two or three of these lines meeting on a 
computer screen in the same place is just plain tough. Of course, you can print these computer drawing 
out full size but I don't happen to have a 36" plotter with a 100' roll of paper on it in my den… 



I guess the jist of this discussion is - with this project I learned that computers are great but sometimes 
one still has to rely on old fashion pencil technology.



More dies were made and more are coming to finish this project. Hopefully at the end of nine months 
of labor my shop will give birth to a new car. Check back from time to time to see what the little bast^
%* looks like. LOL.

Most cars that I have built in the past required one or two simple dies at the most. Once I got into 
building this car, it seemed like everything needed a die. There were probably not a lot of electric 
welders around in the late 20’s, therefore anything like a weld fabricated part was probably expensive. 
Another way to make complicated parts was to cast them.

In making this car in some reasonable amount if time I elected not to go with a hopper door frame 
casting but try to use sheet metal and add on the door hinges. I have yet to make the hinge and I may 
have to resort to casting for this part. However, it will be designed not to require a left and right hand 
part. 

The photo below shows the door frame attached to the car. The next photos show the die used to form a 
lip on the door hole to seal the door. I made this die in a manner that all the part can be inverted to form 
the left and right door frames. 



The hopper doors did require two dies so I made them all on the same plate and formed both doors at 
the same time. It requires about 40 tons for 18 gauge material. Some trimming is required along the 
corners. 

The side braces required 3 dies. Dies to make the left and right parts and one to make a offset in the 
corner of the part. The additional offset is for the side angle that runs the entire length of the car to fit 
in. 

The angle braces required a bending die also. To get the shape required a semi circle of material was 
removed from each end in order to keep the part flat. 



In the future more dies will be required such as the top corner connector and short upper side braces. 
Detail parts will be machined or cast. Keep looking back for progress. 



Completion

The Ultimate Hopper Car was rolled out of the shop August 9th. There was no one around, no ribbons 
being cut or no bottles of Champagne being broken, just me. Almost a complete year has gone by from 
making the drawing to the car rolling out the shop. My best estimate is that between 600 to 700 hours 
of labor has gone into this car. That should make it the most expensive car in my train set so far. At $25 
per hour and 650 hours plus another $600.00 for trucks, couplers, and material. That is a grand total of 
$16,850.00 - but who’s counting when you are having a good time. 

One can not always predict how much time and material a project will take. Several times, I thought, 
well maybe that is enough work on this thing. Then, I would look at it and think, I came this far and put 
so much work into it would be a shame to quit now.

I think there are a lot of projects going on in the hobby where guys are thinking the same things. How 
much more time and money can I afford to sink into this thing. Whether it or any project is worth all 
the time is has to be judged on the completed project. 





Take a look at the pictures and come to your own conclusion. Taking pictures of a black car is very 
difficult so don’t be to critical on the photographer, me. Painting the car black was also a long and 
difficult decision. Black is difficult to paint because it shows any difference in surface texture. 
Especially difficult is painting back behind things and through braces and protruding parts. 

For the most part I tried to paint the parts before they were assembled. Usually I would spray on 
another coat of paint after the assembly was completed, After the details were installed, such as ladders, 
I went back with a small paint brush and touched up the mini bolts. Getting paint on the threads of a 2-
56 mini bolt is pretty much like putting lock tight on it. The paint came from spray cans. I find that is 



the easiest way to go. It is consistent and relatively inexpensive. 
Painting being one of the most important parts of the job has to be planed into the total picture of 
construction. All the parts were primed almost as soon as possible. Steel will rust almost over night. Tip 
is to use green 409 to clean the parts as soon as they are completed. Rinse them in water dry them off 
and paint them with primer. Even the oil in you skin will leave a rusty finger print in steel. 

The upper short ribs were lost wax casting made from a pattern machined from aluminum. The brake 
wheel and chain lever were lost wax casting purchased a long time ago at a train meet. The brake wheel 
housing was cast here out of aluminum as well as the air reservoir tank. The brake cylinder and rods 
were machined on the lathe. The brake valve was machined from aluminum and some small mini bolts 
were added for detail. 

The chain, I am happy to say, came from Lowe’s. It’s clock chain. The few things already made. 
All the parts for the hopper door locks were machined on the cnc mill out of brass. I made a square 
broach out of air hardening tool steel. This was used to broach the square hole in the door lock. 
The car it self was mainly constructed from 18 gauge paint lock steel. Some of the smaller sheet metal 
parts were made from 24 gauge paint lock. If the part had to be welded I used regular steel of the same 
gauge. 



One additional die was made and that was for the outside top corner connectors. That die is not shown 
here. It was basically a male/female forming die. Since the quantities were small I made them from 
some scrap aluminum blocks. The actual parts were made from .035 steel.

Most of the rivets were 3/32” copper. Towards the end they were getting hard to find. I tried brass and 
found they were too hard. I ended up with a few aluminum rivets. They were ok. Also I use some 1/16” 
aluminum rivets. McMaster Carr is a good place to start looking if interested. 

I haven’t tried to count the parts or the rivets, yet anyway. There are hundreds. There are a lot more 
than one would think. Did I end up with a complete set of plans? Not really. So many changes were 
made as construction went on that now one would have to reverse engineer the completed car. When 
the day comes that I get really bored I may do that. 

The significance of the building of this car was several fold, first the challenge to see if I could do it. 
The other motive was mastering the Auto-cad and CNC mill. It was quite an educational experience. 
Most things that come my way in the shop now are a piece of cake. With out a goal of doing a project, I 
would still not have much of an idea how to use the CNC mill in all of its different functions. 

In conclusion it was quite a project, although it doesn’t look like it. It was probably the most 
complicated model attempted so far. So what is in store for the future? I have several Ideas. Will it be 
something totally different, you bet. Keep looking back into the construction section of this web page.



100 Ton Log Car Project
Posted 12/16/2003

The new project for the fall of 2003 was a 100 Ton Log Car. 

The basic frame work is a piece of 3"X4" steel tubing. That piece is cut on each end to form the fish 
belly. Not an easy job to with a 108" long tube on a vertical band saw, but it can be done. 



The tube was laminated on all sides with 16 gauge flat steel. The top and bottom was over lapped to 
give the I beam effect. 





The ends were straight forward and the bolster, center pin and coupler pocket were made to conform to 
my standard practice. 



The uprights were welded on a jig for exact alignment. The gusset plates and up-rights were welded as 
sub assemblies and  then bolted together temporarily for final welding. 

There are lots of detail parts to be made and added at this  point. Most of the details have to do with the 
hand brake and  loading straps. I have counted about 15 small detail parts. The  trick is to make them 
look like the original. 

Here are some close-up pictures of the basic details and intricate brake rigging detail on the end of the 
car after receiving a first class paint job. 



Cylindrical Grain Car Project

The new project for the summer of 2004 was a Hawker Siddneley Canada Ltd. 4550 Cubic Foot 
Hopper car project 

The drawings were started back on January of this year. The plans that I used were from Mainline 
Modeler magazine. I don’t have the magazine issue date at this time. I will try and include that 
information later if I can find it. I tracked down several cars and took many detail shots for future 
reference. 

Auto Cad is a real help with this type of project. Anything that has curved metal parts is always hard to 
build. I started out by plotting out a full size copy of the cross section view of the car. I then rolled a 
section of steel to the proper radius and bent it in the brake to make a test part. 

I laid the test part on the full size drawing to make sure it matched. 

Having done that successfully, I then ordered the steel rolled from the sheet metal shop. Due to the 
length of their rollers, each car had to be made in two parts and assembled together later.

Ed: Missing photograph

To make sure the bends were in the correct place to get the pear shape of the car, I printed out lines on a 
paper of the correct spacing and glued them to the under side of the cylinders. 

Ed: Missing photograph

The next step was to build a press that could put the bends in the cylinder so that each bend would be 
exactly alike. This is very important as the two halves have to match. 

Ed: Missing photograph

The press and the bending turned out to be a project in itself. Even though I am using 18 gauge 
material, it takes several tons of pressure to put that little crease in the material. 
The first test part bent the 8” channel enough that the center of the part did not crease. Going back to 
the welder I added an “A” frame structure with a ¾” bolt welded vertically for adjustment. I did the 
same on the bottom. Now I can adjust the press top and bottom to withstand the force needed to make 
the bends match for the total length. (see photo of bender with part in place).

Ed: Missing photographs

In these photos you will see the bent parts laid out on the work bench. Also in that photo you will note 
the side rails. Again this was a project that I did not have the equipment for. I made the drawings and 
Mike at the sheet metal shop formed on the press brake. This gives the car the added appearance of 
detail that I strive for. 

Ed: Missing photograph

As a side note: the ends of the cars are slanted. To cut this slant in the flat material before it is rolled is 
not just a straight cut from the middle. This cut is actually an ellipse. Mike approximated the cut line 



using a steel ruler and bending it. As it turned out, his cut just needs a little filing to be right on the 
money.

The next step was to make bulk heads to shape the car and keep the tube from twisting. Again thanks to 
computers this job was made accurate by gluing the full size drawing to a piece of 1/8” steel and 
running it through the band saw.

The next step was to build a fixture that fit into the vise on the CNC mill and true up all the edges 
making sure all the parts were identical.

The center bulkheads will be welded into the tank and the two halves will be bolted together to avoid 
welding on the outside of the car. These holes were also put in using the CNC mill for accuracy. 
All this work could be done with basic tools, band saw, grinder, files and drills. It would just be more 
labor intensive and take longer. Don’t be discouraged by the use of the CNC and Auto cad. They are 
just helpers. 

The outside ends of the car have an oval shaped hole that has to be cut. That hole was cut before 
anything is welded together.

Ed: Missing photograph

The next part has to be done very accurately. I went around the outside walls with cargo straps and 
squeezed the bulkheads in place for welding. I had pre welded some small angle pieces on the 
bulkheads to help keep them from slipping around. Make sure you don’t weld a bulkhead over where a 
hole for the hatch may be later. 

Here the steel shell with dividers is being pulled together with clamping straps. 

Ed: Missing photograph

Section laying on floor clamped together and ready for additional welding. 

Ed: Missing photograph

Here we have all three sections almost in place. Three quarter inch  thick plywood bulkheads were used 
to keep metal plates from slipping sideways when belts were tighten around the forms. Plywood was 
removed after welding was complete. 

Ed: Missing photographs

Here are the two sections of the cylindrical hopper bolted together. 



Holes drilled in side for plug welding side braces on. 

Ed: Missing photograph

Side rail are now being attached to the two bolted together sections. 

Ed: Missing photograph

Side rails welded on and car primed to resist rust. 

Ed: Missing photograph

Short center sills were constructed to hold the center bearing plate and the coupler pocket. 

Ed: Missing photograph

Shear plate and end angle was welded on to side rails. 

Ed: Missing photograph

The bolster sides are welded on. 

Ed: Missing photograph



The hopper car is set up on its trucks for the first time. Pretty ugly for now. 

Ed: Missing photograph

Water seems to be passing under the bridge very fast these days, so sorry for the delay on the progress 
of the hopper article.

You may be wondering what part of the car could that be. I need a way to attach an angle on the side of 
the curved surface of the car.



Rather difficult and important is this attachment. Mistakes will show up in the top walkway not being 
straight and will distract from the craftsmanship of the car. 



The solution was to cut holes in the sides and run square bars crossways. The photo above shows the 
welded part and the photo below shows aluminum angle attached to the side of the car. 



The next phase was to bend the 48 walkway support braces required. The photo below shows a custom 
bending die for the purpose of making identical parts. Power for the operation of this die came from a 
large ball peen hammer. 



Here are the the new braces installed on the top of the car. The final walkway will be attached to these 
braces. 



Here is a die made to bend the tapered and angled end support ribs. There are two ribs of different sizes 
and left-hand and right-hand versions have to be made. Also note in the attachment, no welds are 
visible on the outside of the car. A separate die was made for each size rib. 



Jumping back up to the top... The round support rings for the hopper lids had to be made from scratch. 
Through a drafting process of extending lines and circles, I came out with a flat pattern. The pattern 
was transferred to 18ga. steel. The steel was then rolled into a circle. Secret for welding ends together: I 
turned a piece of steel the inside diameter and used a stainless steel hose clamp to compress the steel to 
the pattern. Weld the ends and grind off the excess.

The hopper lids were made from a die that I turned on the lathe and pressed round blanks in to lids.. 
Only about 20 tons are needed for using .035 materials.



Jumping to the bottom of the car: In purple you can see the hopper discharge gate. 



Here's some of the hardware to be installed in the hopper gates . There are several parts to be made yet. 



Here I am in thinking mode... 'What in the heck do I start on next and how am I going to do it?' 



Here you can see the ladder and end construction. 

Stay tuned for more details on the lid latches and hopper discharge gates. 



Note: This edition of the Cylindrical Hopper car article was written by a guest editor, instead of Lee as usual. 

One of the newest details Lee is working on for this car is the walkways. As seen in the photos below, 
they are being assembled in brass. The block of aluminum the grate is resting on will soon contain 
many 5/32" aluminum pegs to lock the spacing of the pieces in place. The grid parts will be bound 
using an advanced soldering process. Once the grid parts are soldered together, the extra rod lengths 
will be cut away from the sides and finished smooth. 

Ed: Missing photographs

How do you make eight *identical* pieces of grate stock so the final grate is straight and square? The 
photos below show the fixture Lee built to hold the pieces together while the machining is completed. 
There are two steps being completed on this fixture; on the top section, the brass bars are having their 
'dimples' created with a CNC program. Buried on the side of the fixture, there is a fresh set of bars that 
are ready to be drilled through the guide holes with another CNC program. 

Ed: Missing photographs

Another key detail for this car are the top hatches. Lee has got these just about ready to paint. Yes, they 
work. You can open the hatch to access the cap screws that hold these hatches to the top of the car. 

Ed: Missing photographs

Now to the bottom of the car. Lee has made a number of intricate parts for the discharge gates as seen 
in the photos below. Each car will have four of these gates.

Ed: Missing photographs

Here's Lee contemplating the last few details to be completed on this assembly. 

Ed: Missing photograph

Below left: you can see the discharge gates in place on the the chutes. 
Below right: Here's the top side of the chutes. 

Ed: Missing photograph

Just for grins - Here's what can happen if a bottle of Gorilla Glue gets away from you. 
- Won't ever lose that knife - 

Ed: Missing photograph

One last detail shot; in this photo you can see the newly installed brake lever bracket. 

Ed: Missing photograph



Note: This edition of the Cylindrical Hopper car article was also written by a guest editor, instead of Lee as usual. 

Lee continues to make progress on the detailed walkways for the new car. Below you can see a few of 
the completed pieces ready for paint and installation. They will be lined up in groups and installed 
down each side of the car. A process was developed to solder these components together by literally 
baking in the oven. (A dash of flux, a pinch of solder, and bake at 450deg. for 15 minutes). This is far 
more efficient that using even a high-power soldering iron and hitting each joint one at a time. 





The discharge gates below are now complete and ready to be installed. This part contains dozens of 
intricate components, but it's that level of detail that will make this scale model so completely 
convincing. Four of these per car. 



As seen below, Lee has completed and installed a brake wheel platform in addition to the pin lever and 
air cylinder details. In the bottom right photo, the cache of completed walkway grates are laid roughly 
into position as the effect comes together nicely. 





This is a long shot of the car as it waits to be flipped and have it's hopper bottoms installed. As we get 
closer to painting time, the car will be completely disassembled and sprayed. Paint will also be applied 
to the interior to combat long term rust problems. 

Stay tuned for more details on the completion of this car. 



Note: This edition of the Cylindrical Hopper car article was also written by a guest editor, instead of Lee as usual.

Lee is nearing the finish line on cylindrical hopper project. All of the parts have now been fabricated, 
they just need to be painted and assembled. 

In these photos, the car is lying on its side so the bottom can be primed and painted. As you can see, 
there's no lack of detail on the underside of the car.





Lee spends a great deal of time on an area of the cars forgotten or ignored by most modelers - the 
bottom. I think you can see in the photos above that his efforts have paid off. The shaker details on the 
side of the discharge chutes are custom castings and the discharge gates themselves were all designed 
and fabricated by Lee on a CNC machine.

Now that the bottom is primed and painted, it's time to start putting things back together. We'll skip 
ahead a bit and look at the car primed and back up on its wheels. Over the past 10 weeks, Lee has 
completed 16+ walkway sections for the top of this car (as seen in Part 5 of this series).





These intricate brass sections are completed and are being installed as the painting is finished on each. 
Lee used an almost invisible mounting technique to connect these grates to the brackets on the car. 









All four discharge gates are now completed, painted, and installed. This level of detail is what sets 
Lee's models apart. 





Here's the working end of the car coming together as a few of the key details are painted and ready to 
go - including the pin pull lever, small walkway grate and brake wheel. 



Here are a couple of shots from the other end of the car. There are still more details to be added to this 
end in addition to the remainder of the walkway sections on top. 





Here's a close-up of almost half of the walkway sections installed - lookin' good. Notice the operations 
latch details on the lids. 



Just for fun, the vinyl graphics are roughed in place - just to get a quick buzz about what this 
car is going to look like. The graphics were made by Connie Miracle at Miracle Railroad 
Products You can see it all coming together after almost 10 months of work on this project. 



Note: This edition of the Cylindrical Hopper car article was also written by a guest editor, instead of Lee as usual.

Lee has basically completed the Cylindrical Hopper project.

The decals have been installed and all of the painted details added back onto the car. As you can see 
from the photos, this one of a kind model isn't missing anything.









Canadian Hopper Number Two: Operation Life Saver...

by Lee Wright 

The first hopper was so much fun I thought that number two should be in order. I had already welded 
together the tank so that was a head start on number two.

Back in 1999 Model railroader had a picture of an HO Canadian National hopper. This was a one of a 
kind paint job on a 100 ton covered hopper used to haul agricultural chemicals. The paint job caught 
my eye, so I decided that someday I would build a car like that and give it that paint job. 

The car is pained on one side like a roll of life savers using seven different colors of paint. It is an eye 
catching paint job. Although the car is not quite finished for lack of a few bolts and nuts, the following 
photos will show some of the construction procedures.

Picture number one shows some of the bolster parts laid out before welding. The bolster side plates 
were cut from 1/8" material so that in welding to the car bottom, I would not burn through the side of 
the plates. The holes in the plates will be for the brake lines to run through at a later time. 



All the parts will now be clamped to the sheer plate or floor of the car.

The sheer plate is made from 3/16" thick material. Included is: the center frame or coupler pocket and 
cover, the bolsters, bolster ends and end braces and truck center bearing. The blue painters tape will 
help me keep the parts lined up on center as they are clamped into position. 





The photo below shows the welding completed and the parts primed.

Note the safety chain brackets welded to the coupler cover plate.

Also this is a good view of the bolster truck bearing and pin. The long pin is used to guide the car onto 
the trucks, but the car sets on the bearing and is not attached in any way with bolts and such. 



The next photo shows the welding complete on both ends. Note the tie bars welded across the frame 
rails. These will be removed later after the tank is welded on. 



Building he Hopper bottoms: This was a new technique on this car, more parts to cut and more 
welding, but much better results. 

I started by using the same blue prints. This time, rather than trying to saw and bend several parts at the 
same time, I cut all the individual part on the sheer and then welded them together using the hole strips 
and plug weld system. 











By making the welding strips, punching holes in them to weld in, I eliminated the necessity of welding 
along the seam between the parts. This procedure keeps the parts from warping. 



Finally the hoppers are attached to the bottom of the car using 6-32 button head cap screws. The 
bottom of the frame rail is tapped for this attachment. 



Hopper is much too big and heavy to handle at this point. Hoist is used to pick up and turn it over. The 
cargo strap and be centered on the car and one person can turn the car over. Later when car is put on it's 
trucks, it will remain there for the rest of the build. 



At this point I will jump ahead and show a few pictures of the car although it is not finished at this 
point. 



Stay tuned for more on the build. I will show details of the tank hatches, bottom gates and walkway.

Lee



Etched Brass Walkways

by Lee Wright 
02/26/2006

The walkways on the first hopper were machined from brass strips on the CNC machine. First; holes 
had to be drilled using a fixture for drilling . A second fixture was necessary for holding the parts a 
second time while the teeth were machined on.

Only 10 to 12 parts could be machined a one time making it a time consuming task not to mention 
difficulty in quality control. Having been home on disability for several months and no access to 
computerized machining, another way had to be found to make the walk way parts. 

I was lucky enough to find a place called Photofabrication Engineering Inc. I sent them an Autocad 
drawing of what I wanted and the specification for the material. They did a fantastic job and returned 
the material you see in the following pictures. 

Ed: Missing photograph



This turned out to be very cost effective. The turn around time was just a couple of weeks. The parts 
were ready to be cut and soldered together. All the parts were identical which, was a major help. Now 
were are talking a couple of weeks to complete the project instead of four months as before. 

Ed: Missing photograph

The parts are placed on my fixture with pins for location. Some pins are removable so that different 
configurations of the walkway can be made, such as the over hang on the end of the cars. 

Ed: Missing photograph



The mounting blocks are carefully soldered in between the slats and the parts are bolted to the car 
frame from underneath to make a clean attachment; 

This time the runners were only .200 tall and.025 thick. The horizontal wires were 3/64" dia. They 
made the whole assembly very close to the real scaled down size. I am very satisfied with the results.

Lee



Sand Tower Project

Small Building From Sheet Metal
by Lee Wright 
2/26/2006

The sand tower I am building requires a small structure at the top to house some of the equipment. 
Since I didn't have anything other than a distant picture to go by, I just made a sketch and estimated 
some dimensions on a piece of paper. 



The procedure that I will be doing can be used to build cars or locomotive. You just have to take it a 
step or two further. 



Parts were sheared to size and lines for bending were scratched on with dividers. 



The parts were cut with hand shears to form the tabs and slots were punched for plug welding. 







The door was cut and holes for plug welding were installed. 
The door was clamped in place and welded from the back side.

The front side had a heat sink with a piece of 1/4" aluminum plate to keep it from warping. 





The sides are clamped and welded to form the little house. After the welding was completed several 
layers of JB weld were used to fill in the seams. After that, a little Bond-O putty was used to complete 
the fill.

The seams were sanded and re-filled and primed until invisible. 

The top is laid out and bent. The corner will be filled with a little JB weld. Since it was a long way 
down a narrow box to weld the top on.



I welded on some tabs with slots to the under side of the top. This way I could clamp the top into 
position and weld close to the bottom of the box. This procedure worked just fine so that no welds can 
be seen. 



Here is another picture of the completed house minus the door handle with will be installed next. 



House is attached to the top of the sand tower and a pipe is run though the side.

Here are a few photos of the completed Sand Tower.









Lee 



Ditch Lights

The following page was listed on Discover Live Steam in 2013.

One pair of Ditch Lights made by the late, great Lee Wright of Illinois. Lee had the ditch light castings 
special made. They are a true representative of the ditch lights used on Union Pacific and other 
railroads engines. The main casting is made from brass. The other parts are steel. There is one complete 
pair of ditch lights with two different types of mounting brackets. There are many extra parts included 
in this sale. There are extra mounting brackets, three extra lenses, three extra LED reflectors, one extra 
LED and brass screws for mounting. All you have to do is mount the ditch lights where you want them 
and hook up the polarized wires to 12 volts DC. Wire them through a toggle switch and you are in 
business. The ditch light casting is about 1.226" in diameter and .569" thick. These have excellent 
detail cast into the light housing and look just like the full size ones. 





Obituary
The following message was posted on the Lees-Trains.com site some time between February 6, 2009 
and 14 May 2010.

It is with regret that I update this site with the news that our friend Lee Wright passed away on 
June 20, 2009. Lee's work was an inspiration to builders in our hobby and his friendship and 
mentoring will be greatly missed. We extend our sincerest sympathies to his wife Tina and his 
family.

A full obituary appeard on http://Pantagraph.com.

BLOOMINGTON - Eldon "Lee" Wright, Bloomington, formerly of Plymouth, completed his final trip 
in life at 2:10 a.m. June 20, 2009.

A celebration of his life will be at 6 p.m. Friday at Calvert & Metzler Memorial Home, Bloomington. 
Internment will be at Scott Cemetery, Plymouth, at a later date.

In lieu of flowers, memorials may be made to the family.

Lee was born Nov. 19, 1942, in Macomb, the son of Hugh M. and Irene Scott Wright of Plymouth. He 
married Christina "Tina" Burt on Dec. 29, 1987. She survives.

Also surviving are his son, Conley (Danielle) Wright, Granite City; and a daughter, Tiffany Wright, St. 
Louis, Mo.; seven grandchildren; brother, Lyle E. (Barbara) Wright, El Paso, Texas; and three sisters, 
Barbara "Jolene" (Paul) Zima, Downers Grove; Rita (Mike) Cordell, Colchester; and Cerese (Tom) 
Wright, Bushnell.

Lee was preceded in death by his parents; and stepdaughter, Chanty Shiverdecker.

Lee was a graduate of Western Illinois University, with a degree in education and industrial technology. 
He was a teacher for the Oneida School District and the New Holland-Middletown District in the late 
1960s. In 1972, he started a career with the GM&O Railroad in the signal department in Bloomington, 
and later worked as a brakeman for the CN&W railroad in Pekin.

Lee was also a teacher at Normal Community High School, finally retiring from Illinois State 
University in 2006. Lee also worked in the heating, cooling and home remodeling businesses at various 
times in the Bloomington area.

Lee was most known as an avid railroad enthusiast. He was nationally known for his 1/8-scale trains, 
which he hand built from scratch with pride and displayed throughout the U.S. He made many friends 
across the country while doing this.

He enjoyed modeling and photographing trains. He also enjoyed travel throughout the U.S. and various 
cruises he took, as well as country and western music and dancing.
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